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With Ambiloom® Mirror, interior designers and 
lighting designers rely on a surprising interior design 
object.

Ambiloom® is a design mirror, ambient lighting 
object and functional product in harmony. The 
sophisticated, translucent mirror glass is combined 
with the ETTLIN LUX® lighting textile. 

The LED light sources are an integral part of the 
mirror and achieve a deep light effect in the mirror 
image.  This light effect emphasis the uniqueness of 
the mirror.

The mirror is  a decorative mural when the light is 
switched on. By switching the light off, it keeps the 
function of a classic mirror.

Wall-mounted mirrors for visual experiences in interior design

Ambiloom® Mirror 800
400 mm x 800 mm x 50 mm 
(W x H x D).

Ambiloom® Mirror 1700 
550 mm x 1700 mm x 50 mm 
(W x H x D).   
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Ambiloom® Facts:

- Material mirror: ETTLIN LUX® Mirrorglass

- Available in two dimensions

- Incl. mounting plates for the wall 

- Material frame: Aluminium

- Frame colour: black matt

- LED technology: 3,000 - 3,500 K

- Discreet touch panel as light switch

- Recommended for decorative applications

- Can be used as full-length mirror or horizontal

Ambiloom® Mirror
is available in:

550 mm x 1700 mm
400 x 800 mm

Ambiloom® is made up with a patented textile.
The backlit wall-mounted mirror creates 
an ambient lighting effect, which makes 
it a functional product with added value.

A multi-faceted wall-mounted mirror with integrated 
three-dimensional light effects in the mirror image

Ambiloom® Mirror by ETTLIN LUX® is a new type of 
wall-mounted mirror in aluminum frame with unique 
lighting effects. Functional and minimalist at the same 
time, Ambiloom® ambient luminous mirrors provide 
warmth and coziness in any room. 

Ambiloom® - Lighted Designer Mirror
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